By using the Transfer Matrix Method, explicit formulas for the embedding distribution of doubly hexagonal chain graphs are computed.
Figure 1: The doubly hexagonal chain D 7 of length seven
We shall restrict ourselves to the following model of fasciagraphs and rotagraphs. Let G 0 and H be fixed graphs, let S 0 ⊆ V (G 0 ) and S ⊆ V (H) be subsets of their vertices, where |S 0 | = |S|, and let r : S 0 → S be a bijection. Suppose that B is a bipartite graph with bipartition S 0 ∪ V (H).
We now form a sequence of graphs G 0 , G 1 , G 2 , . . . , each with a distinguished vertex set, S n ⊆ V (G n ) (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ), and S n is in a bijective correspondence with S 0 .
Suppose that we have constructed G n−1 and have defined its vertex set S n−1 , where S n−1 is equipped with a bijection to S 0 . Then we define G n by first taking the disjoint union of G n−1 and a copy of the graph H, and then we add the edges of the graph B joining S n−1 with V (H), where we identify S n−1 with S 0 ⊂ V (B) using the bijection S n−1 → S 0 .
Finally, the vertex-set S in the added copy of the graph H is taken as S n and r defines its bijection with S 0 . We say that the sequence (G n , S n ) n≥0 is a linear family of fasciagraphs with constituents (G 0 , S 0 ), (H, S) and B. We can identify the last copy of the constituent path H = P 4 used to produce G n with the first copy D 0 within G n . In this way we close up the chain and obtain the rotagraph R n . Figure 3 shows the graph R 8 . 
Genus distribution
We speak of a genus distribution of a graph when we consider the collection of all combinatorial types of 2-cell embeddings of the graph in closed orientable surfaces. Due to a variety of applications within mathematics, theoretical physics and theoretical computer science (see, e.g., [10] ), there is abundant literature on the genus distribution of graphs.
Calculations of genus distributions is intimately related to the enumeration of rooted maps on surfaces [14] . We refer to [10] for extensive treatment of map enumeration and its applications. Even the very special case of one-vertex graphs (bouquet of loops) bears interesting applications. The one-vertex maps are isomorphic, via surface duality, to unicellular maps that have received certain attention, see, e.g. [3, 4, 5] . In summary, embeddings of graphs into surfaces take part in many applications (see, e.g., [10, 16] ); thus embedding distributions are of continuing interest.
Embedding distributions for specific families have been the subject of extensive research. These include different kinds of fasciagraphs (cobblestone path [8, 20] , closed-end ladders [22] , Ringel ladders [23, 7] , circular ladders [11] , Möbius ladders [12] , lantern graphs [13] , and others [6, 14, 9, 25, 24] ) as well as rotagraphs (generalized necklaces and circulant necklaces [19] , double pearl-ladder graphs [26] ).
The 2-cell embeddings of a graph into orientable surfaces can be described combinatorially by means of rotation systems. We refer to [16] for a thorough treatment and state only the basic definitions here.
A rotation system for a graph G is a set of cyclic permutations, one for each vertex Let us consider a graph G and its embeddings. For each integer g ≥ 0, let
be the number of (combinatorial) embeddings of G having genus equal to g. Let us recall that the genus is defined via Euler's formula,
where f is the number of facial walks of the embedding. The genus polynomial of G is defined as the generating function for the numbers α g , i.e.,
3 Embedding types for fasciagraphs (D n , S n )
Let S = S n ⊂ V (D n ) be the set of vertices of D n in the last added copy of the constituent
If Π is an embedding of D n and W is a Π-facial walk containing at least one vertex of S, then the S-type of W is the cyclic sequence of vertices of S as they appear in W . (We assume for all facial walks that they are given in the cyclic order induced by the orientation of the surface.) We also define the S-type of the embedding Π. This is the family of all S-types of Π-facial walks containing vertices in S. Each S-type τ has its reverse S-type τ −1 that is obtained by replacing each cyclic sequence in τ by its inverse.
We shall consider the type τ and its inverse to be the same.
In our case of doubly hexagonal chains, the facial walks containing vertices in S = {a, b, c, d} are precisely those facial walks that contain the vertex b ∈ S. These may be 
(which is considered the same as the inverse (ab)(dcba)(bcd)). All together there are six types, the remaining five being:
In Figure 4 we depict a graphical representation of the S-types
showing the faces containing the vertices in S as disks in the plane. Observe that each of the vertices a, c, d ∈ S appears twice (as these vertices have degree 2 in D n ) and b appears three times in every S-type.
In order to deal with enumeration of embeddings of particular S-types, we have to introduce some algebraic notation. We denote by T = {τ i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 5} the set of all S-types of embeddings of D n and by R the set of all functions from T to R, R = {α :
T → R}. We consider R as a 6-dimensional real vector space and also call its elements "vectors indexed by the S-types" and use the vector notation, where the ith entry of a vector corresponds to the value α(τ i−1 ), 1 ≤ i ≤ 6.
We can view all embeddings of genus g and consider their types. Then we view α g as an element of R, by setting α g (τ ) to be the number of embeddings of genus g whose S-type is τ ∈ T . To count over different genera we introduce the corresponding formal variable Y and set
We call α the stratified genus distribution. The difference from (2) is that here α g is no longer a single integer but the stratified genus distribution vector.
Transfer matrices
The following theorem has been proved in [15] .
Theorem 4.1. For every n ≥ 2, every S-type σ for embeddings of D n−1 and for every S-type τ for D n , there is a polynomial β σ,τ (Y ) which is independent of n such that for every embedding Π of D n−1 of type σ and genus g, the number of embeddings of S n of genus g + k, whose induced embedding on S n−1 coincides with Π, is equal to the coefficient
Theorem 4.1 can be expressed in matrix notation by using the 6 × 6 matrix Q that is indexed by the set T of the S-types and whose (σ, τ )-entry is equal to β σ,τ (Y ).
Corollary 4.2.
There is a 6 × 6 matrix Q such that for every n ≥ 2, we have
The matrix Q appearing in Corollary 4.2 is called the transfer matrix for the linear family of fasciagraphs D n . If it can be written as, Q = X −1 ΛX, then the form
In particular, if Λ is a diagonal matrix or is in the Jordan form for Q, then (3) provides an explicit solution to the recurrence of Corollary 4.2.
In our example, D 1 has two embeddings of genus 0. They are of type τ 0 . It also has two embeddings of type τ 5 that are both of genus 1. Thus, (1) shows that if the number of faces increases, then the genus stays the same, if the number of faces stays the same, then the genus increases by 1, and when the number of faces drops from 3 to 1, the genus increases by 2.
From an embedding of type τ 4 or τ 5 we can make three new faces out of one. This occurs in 8 out of 16 possibilities and in these cases the genus stays the same. In the other eight cases, we always obtain an embedding of type τ 5 and the genus increases by one.
A similar procedure can be carried over for other types, and this gives us the following transfer matrix
From the transfer matrix Q we see that embeddings of types τ 1 and τ 2 behave similarly. 
Genus polynomials of D n for small values of n can be computed directly from (4) by summing up the four polynomials in the vector α(D n , Y, S). They are collected in Table   1 .
However, the transfer matrix formula also gives way for an explicit solution of the recurrence. The reduced transfer matrix Q has the following characteristic polynomial:
where
This implies that
where N is the transition matrix for the diagonalization of Q. This matrix was computed by using software platforms Maple and Mathematica and it turns that This gives rise to an explicit solution for α(D n , Y, S) that is equivalent to the one given by (5).
